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BENNEQUIN TYPE INEQUALITIES IN LENS SPACES
CHRISTOPHER R. CORNWELL
Abstract. We give criteria for an invariant of lens space links to bound the
maximal self-linking number in certain tight contact lens spaces. Our result
generalizes that given by Ng [18] for links in S3 with the standard tight contact
structure. As a corollary we extend the Franks-Williams-Morton inequality to
the setting of lens spaces.
1. Introduction
Of intrinsic interest to the study of Legendrian and transverse knots are the
Thurston-Bennequin number tb(K) and rotation number rot(K) in the Legendrian
setting, and the self-linking number sl(K) in the transverse setting. Along with
the knot type, they are known as the “classical invariants” of Legendrian and
transverse knots [7]. Much effort has gone into finding upper bounds for these
classical invariants in (S3, ξst), where ξst is the standard tight contact structure
on the 3-sphere (e.g. [4],[9, 15],[24],[25],[22],[23, 28],[17],[30]). Much of this work
benefits from the fact that the classical invariants of Legendrian/transverse knots
in (S3, ξst) can be computed easily from a front projection.
Less is known about these invariants of Legendrian knots in other contact man-
ifolds. A theorem of Eliashberg [6] generalizes the Bennequin inequality for null-
homologous Legendrian knots in any 3-manifold with a tight contact structure:
Theorem 1.1 (Eliashberg-Bennequin inequality). Let ξ be a tight contact structure
on a 3-manifold, Y . If K is a null-homologous knot in Y and F is a Seifert surface
for K, then
(1.1) tb(Kl) + |rotF (Kl)| ≤ 2g(F )− 1
for any Kl, a Legendrian representative of K.
This bound can be improved in some settings. Lisca and Matic improved the
bound in the case that the contact structure is Stein fillable [14], and this improve-
ment was extended to the setting of a tight contact structure with non-vanishing
Seiberg-Witten contact invariant by Mrowka and Rollin [16]. An analogous theorem
was proved by Wu [29] for the Ozsva´th-Szabo´ contact invariant.
These improvements involved replacing the Seifert genus in the Eliashberg-
Bennequin inequality with the genus of a surface which is properly embedded in a
4-manifold bounded by Y . As such bounds involve the negative Euler characteristic
of a surface with boundary K, they must be no less than -1. In [12], Hedden in-
troduced an integer τξ(K) that is defined via the filtration on knot Floer homology
associated to (Y, [F ],K), where [F ] is the homology class of a Seifert surface for K.
He showed that in the case that the Ozsva´th-Szabo´ contact invariant is non-zero,
the right side of (1.1) can be replaced by 2τξ(K)−1. With such a bound he showed
1
2that for any contact manifold with non-zero contact invariant, there exist prime
Legendrian knots with arbitrarily negative classical invariants.
In another direction, one could consider rationally null-homologous knots in a
contact manifold (Y, ξ). In such a setting there is a notion of rational Seifert surface
and corresponding classical invariants tbQ, rotQ, and slQ (see Definition 2.8 below).
Baker and Etnyre [2] extend the Eliashberg-Bennequin inequality to this setting:
Theorem 1.2. Let (Y, ξ) be a contact 3-manifold with ξ a tight contact structure.
Let K be a knot in Y with order r > 0 in homology and let Σ be a rational Seifert
surface for K. Then for Kt, a transverse representative of K,
slQ(Kt) ≤ −1
r
χ(Σ).
Moreover, if Kl is a Legendrian representative of K then
tbQ(Kl) + |rotQ(Kl)| ≤ −1
r
χ(Σ).
There is an inequality found by Franks and Williams [9], and independently
by Morton [15], that relates the index and algebraic crossing number of a braid
to a degree of the HOMFLY polynomial of its closure. Later, using the work of
Bennequin, Fuchs and Tabachnikov reinterpreted the result in terms of the self-
linking number of a transverse knot in (S3, ξst) [10]. This inequality has come to
be known as the Franks-Williams-Morton inequality.
More precisely, we describe the Franks-Williams-Morton (FWM) inequality as
follows. The HOMFLY polynomial J(K) is a polynomial invariant of links in the
variables v, z such that if U ⊂ S3 is the unknot then J(U) = 1, and J satisfies
(1.2) v−1J(K+)− vJ(K−) = zJ(K0),
where K+,K−, and K0 differ only in a small neighborhood as below.
K+ K− K0
Theorem 1.3 (Franks-Williams-Morton inequality). Let e(K) denote the mini-
mum degree of v in J(K). Then for any transverse representative Kt of K,
sl(Kt) ≤ e(K)− 1.
Moreover, if Kl is a Legendrian representative of K then
tb(Kl) + |rot(Kl)| ≤ e(K)− 1.
In this paper we give criteria for a Q-valued invariant of links in L(p, q) to bound
the classical invariants in (L(p, q), ξUT ), where ξUT is a universally tight contact
structure on L(p, q) defined by the pushforward of ξst. Our result is a lens space
analogue of a theorem of Lenny Ng [18]. Necessary to the theorem is the definition
of a collection of links in L(p, q), called trivial links, which has one representative
in each homotopy class of links. These trivial links were defined explicitly in [5]
via grid diagrams that correspond to toroidal front projections in the contact lens
space mentioned above (see [3]). Moreover, we note that in [5] a skein theory was
3developed, producing a finite length skein tree for any link in L(p, q) with the trivial
links as leaves in the tree.
To a given trivial link τ let T (τ) be the transverse representative of τ defined in
Remark 2.11. Our main theorem is as follows.
Theorem 1.4. Let i be a Q-valued invariant of oriented links in L(p, q) such that
i(L+) + 1 ≤ max (i(L−)− 1, i(L0))
and
i(L−)− 1 ≤ max (i(L+) + 1, i(L0)) ,
where L+, L−, and L0 are oriented links that differ as in the skein relation. If
slQ(T (τ)) ≤ −i(τ) for every trivial link τ in L(p, q), then
slQ(L) ≤ −i(L)
for every link L in L(p, q). Here slQ(L) is the maximum rational self-linking number
among transverse links in (L(p, q), ξUT ) that are isotopic to L.
In order to prove the theorem we provide explicit formulae to calculate the
invariants tbQ, rotQ, and slQ from a projection of the link to a Heegaard torus.
These formulae are in the spirit of those used to compute the classical invariants in
(S3, ξst) from a front projection (see [7]). Moreover, combining the formula for tbQ
with a result of Baker and Grigsby [3], we find a very short proof of a well-known
result of Fintushel and Stern [8], that if integral surgery on a knot in L(p, q) yields
S3, then ±q is a quadratic residue mod p.
In [13], Kalfagianni and Lin gave a power series invariant of oriented links in
a large family of rational homology 3-spheres which satisfies the HOMFLY skein
relation (1.2). The work of the author [5] shows this power series to coverge in a lens
space L(p, q) to a Laurent polynomial, providing a HOMFLY polynomial Jp,q for
links in L(p, q). The polynomial Jp,q(K) is a two-variable polynomial in variables a
and z, and its definition depends on a normalization on the set of trivial links. As a
corollary of Theorem 1.4 we are able to extend the FWM inequality to the setting
of links in (L(p, q), ξUT ). A second corollary then tells us the maximal self-linking
number of any trivial link and the maximal Thurston-Bennequin number of a trivial
knot, using the formulae derived in Section 3.
Corollary 1.5. Let Jp,q denote the HOMFLY polynomial invariant in L(p, q), nor-
malized so that if τ is a trivial link with no nullhomotopic components, or is the
unknot, then Jp,q(τ) = a
p·slQ(T (τ))+1. Given an oriented link L with transverse rep-
resentative Lt in (L(p, q), ξUT ), set e(L) to be the minimum degree in a of Jp,q(L).
Then
slQ(Lt) ≤ e(L)− 1
p
.
Corollary 1.6. If τ is a trivial link in L(p, q), then T (τ) has maximal self-linking
number among all transverse representatives of τ . If τ is a trivial knot, then the
Legendrian knot associated to its grid number one diagram has maximal Thurston-
Bennequin number.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we review the construction of
toroidal grid diagrams in a lens space made originally in [3], [1]. We also review re-
sults from [5] that provide the lens space HOMFLY polynomial and develop a skein
4theory on grid diagrams. Then we review constructions of [2],[3] that extend classi-
cal invariants of Legendrian and transverse knots to the rationally null-homologous
setting. In Section 3 we give formulas for the Thurston-Bennequin, rotation, and
self-linking numbers. In Section 4 we prove our main results, Theorem 1.4 and
Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6. Finally Section 5 gives a sequence of Legendrian knots
and links in (L(5, 1), ξUT ) on which the FWM inequality is sharp and arbitrarily
negative.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Legendrian links and grid diagrams in L(p, q). Let L(p, q) be the lens
space obtained as a quotient of S3 ⊂ C2 by the equivalence relation (u1, u2) ∼
(ωpu1, ω
q
pu2), where ωp = e
2pii
p . Let π : S3 → L(p, q) be the quotient map.
Represent points (u1, u2) of S
3 in polar coordinates, letting ui = (ri, θi). The
kernel ξst of the 1-form α = r
2
1dθ1 + r
2
2dθ2 is the unique (up to orientation) tight
contact structure on S3 [11]. The 1-form α is constant along any torus in S3
determined by a fixed r1. Since such a torus is fixed (not pointwise) under the
action (u1, u2) 7→ (ωpu1, ωqpu2), the pushforward ξUT = π∗(ξst) is a well-defined
tight contact structure on L(p, q).
The points of L(p, q) can be identified with points in a fundamental domain of
the cyclic action on S3. Thus, since r2 is determined by r1 in S
3, we can describe
L(p, q) by
L(p, q) =
{
(r1, θ1, θ2) | r1 ∈ [0, 1], θ1 ∈ [0, 2π) , θ2 ∈
[
0,
2π
p
)}
.
Analogous to the correspondence between planar grid diagrams and Legendrian
links in (S3, ξst) ([19],[26]), we can define toroidal grid diagrams in L(p, q) to get a
correspondence between grid diagrams and Legendrian links in (L(p, q), ξUT ). To
be precise we define grid diagrams in L(p, q) as follows.
Definition 2.1. A grid diagram D with grid number n in L(p, q) is a set of data
(T, ~α, ~β, ~O, ~X), where:
• T is the oriented torus obtained via the quotient of R2 by the Z2 lattice
generated by (1, 0) and (0, 1).
• ~α = {α0, . . . , αn−1}, with αi the image of the line y = in in T . Call the n
annular components of T − ~α the rows of the grid diagram.
• ~β = {β0, . . . , βn−1}, with βi the image of the line y = − pq (x − ipn ) in T .
Call the n annular components of T − ~β the columns of the grid diagram.
• ~O = {O0, . . . , On−1} is a set of n points in T − ~α− ~β such that no two Oi’s
lie in the same row or column.
• ~X = {X0, . . . , Xn−1} is a set of n points in T − ~α− ~β such that no two Xi’s
lie in the same row or column.
5The components of T −~α− ~β are called the fundamental parallelograms of D and
the points ~O∪~X are called the markings of D. Two grid diagrams with correspond-
ing tori T1, T2 are considered equivalent if there exists an orientation-preserving
diffeomorphism T1 → T2 respecting the markings (up to cyclic permutation of their
labels).
Such a grid diagram has “slanted” β curves. For considerations of both conve-
nience and aesthetics, we alter the fundamental domain of T and “straighten” our
pictures so that the β curves are vertical. Figure 1 shows how this “straightening”
is accomplished.
fundamental parallelogram
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o
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o
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α1
β0 β1
Figure 1. (A) shows a grid diagram (with grid number 2) in
L(7, 2) on a fundamental domain of T . In (B) we alter the funda-
mental domain. (C) is the “straightening” of (B).
The correspondence between grid diagrams in L(p, q) and Legendrian links in
(L(p, q), ξUT ) was fully developed in [3]. We note that in the association of a
Legendrian link to a grid diagram in L(p, q) the author used the opposite convention
(in [5]) as that adopted in other places in the literature [1, 3, 20, 21]. The convention
used in other places in the literature was adopted to fit conventions coming from
knot Floer homology. However, for the purposes of this paper it is more clear to use
the approach presented below (as in [5]) as there is no reference to Floer homology
theories.
A link K ⊂ L(p, q) is associated to a grid diagram D in L(p, q) in the following
manner. Let Σ be the torus in L(p, q) of constant radius r1 = 1/
√
2 which splits
L(p, q) into two solid tori V α and V β . Identify T with −Σ such that the α-curves
of D are negatively-oriented meridians of V α and the β-curves are meridians of V β.
Next connect each X to the O in its row by an “horizontal” oriented arc (from X
to O) that is embedded in T and disjoint from ~α. Likewise, connect each O to the
X in its column by a “vertical” oriented arc embedded in T and disjoint from ~β.
The union of the 2n arcs makes a multicurve γ. Remove self-intersections of γ by
6pushing the interiors of horizontal arcs up into V α and the interiors of vertical arcs
down into V β .
Definition 2.2. Let K be a link associated to a grid diagram D in L(p, q) with
grid number n. For some 0 < m < n, suppose D′ is a subcollection of m rows and
m columns of D such that the 2m markings contained in the rows of D′ are exactly
the 2m markings contained in the columns of D′. Then D′ is a grid diagram for
some sublink of K. If this sublink has one component then D′ is called a component
of D.
Remark 2.3. No part of Definition 2.1 prohibits a marking in X and a marking in
O from being in the same fundamental parallelogram. To a grid diagram that has
grid number one (and so, only one marking in X and one marking in O) and its two
markings in the same fundamental parallelogram, we associate a knot in L(p, q)
that is contained in a small ball neighborhood and bounds an embedded disk.
Remark 2.4. Except for the case described in Remark 2.3, we assume that each
marking of D is the center point of the fundamental parallelogram that contains
it. Let the straightened fundamental domain of T have normalized coordinates
{(θ1, θ2) | θ1 ∈ [0, p], θ2 ∈ [0, 1]} , so that each O and X sharing the same column
have the same θ1-coordinate mod 1.
Under the requirements of Remark 2.4, the projection of K to −Σ (with vertical
arcs crossing under horizontal arcs) is called a grid projection associated to DK (the
authors of [3] call this a rectilinear projection). Note that K has an orientation
given by construction and so the grid projection is also oriented. Figure 2 shows
an example of a grid diagram with a corresponding grid projection.
A slight perturbation of a grid projection gives a (toroidal) front projection,
which determines a Legendrian link in (L(p, q), ξUT ). The cusps of the front pro-
jection correspond to lower-left and upper-right corners of the grid projection, and
we call these corners the cusps of a grid projection.
o
o
o
o
o
o
ox
x
x
x
x
x
x
0 1 2 3 4 0
0 1 22 3 4
Figure 2. A grid diagram for L(5, 3) with corresponding grid projection.
If D has grid number n then there are 22n different grid projections as there
are two choices of vertical arc for each column, and two choices of horizontal arc
for each row. In a given row (resp. column), the difference in choice of horizontal
(resp. vertical) arc corresponds to a Legendrian isotopy across a meridional disk of
V α (resp. V β). So the Legendrian isotopy class of the link is independent of the
choice of grid projection. For more details we refer the reader to [3].
7Given a grid diagram in a lens space L(p, q) (with the identification of T to −Σ),
the basis of vectors given by parallel translates of tangent vectors to {α0, β0} is
coherently oriented with the global frame {d/dθ1, d/dθ2}.
In view of the correspondence above, Legendrian links in (L(p, q), ξUT ) can be
discussed via grid diagrams. There is a set of grid moves such that two grid diagrams
correspond to the same Legendrian link if and only if there is a sequence of such
grid moves taking one grid diagram to the other [3]. These moves come in two
flavors: grid (de)stabilizations and commutations.
X O x o
ox
X O x o
o x
Figure 3. Stabilization of type X:NW (top) and of type O:SW (bottom)
Grid Stabilizations and Destabilizations: Grid stabilizations increase the
grid number by one and should be thought of as adding a local kink to the knot.
They are named with an X or O, depending on the type of marking at which stabi-
lization occurs, and with NW,NE,SW, or SE, depending on the positioning of the
new markings. Figure 3 shows an X:NW stabilization and an O:SW stabilization.
Destabilizations are the inverse of a stabilization. Any (de)stabilization is a grid
move that preserves the isotopy type.
However, the correspondence between our grid diagrams and toroidal front pro-
jections is such that cusps correspond to upper-right and lower-left corners of a
grid projection. Only (de)stabilizations of types NW and SE preserve Legendrian
isotopy type.
x
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0 1 2 3 4 55 6
Figure 4. A non-interleaving commutation in L(7, 2)
Commutations: A commutation interchanges two adjacent columns (or rows)
of the grid diagram. Let A be the annulus consisting of the two adjacent columns
c1, c2 (resp. rows r1, r2) involved in the commutation. This annulus is sectioned into
8pn segments of the n rows (resp. columns) of the grid diagram. Let s1, s
′
1 be the two
segments in A containing the markings of c1 (resp. r1). If the markings of c2 (resp.
r2) are contained in separate components of A− s1− s′1, the commutation is called
interleaving. If they are in the same component of A − s1 − s′1 the commutation
is called non-interleaving. We note that in the literature a commutation typically
refers only to what we call a non-interleaving commutation. We have extended the
terminology to include the interleaving case. A non-interleaving commutation of
columns (resp. rows) is a grid move that preserves Legendrian isotopy type [3]. An
interleaving commutation corresponds to a crossing change (see [5]). An example
of non-interleaving commutation is shown in Figure 4.
Note that a commutation (interleaving or non-interleaving) does not include a
column exchange of the type illustrated in Figure 5, where there is a row containing
markings of both c1 and c2.
x o xo
Figure 5. A move which is neither an interleaving nor non-
interleaving commutation
2.2. The HOMFLY polynomial in lens spaces. LetM be a rational homology
3-sphere that is either atoroidal or Seifert-fibered with orientable orbit space. Fix
a collection of “trivial links” in M having one representative from each homotopy
class of links. Kalfagianni and Lin show [13] that, given a choice of value JM (τ) for
each trivial link τ that has no nullhomotopic components, and a choice JM (U) for
the standard unknot U , there exists a unique power-series valued invariant JM with
coefficients that are Vassiliev invariants, satisfying the HOMFLY skein relation.
In [5] the author explicitly defined a collection of trivial links in L(p, q) via
toroidal grid diagrams. To define these diagrams, let µ(P ) be the signed intersection
of an α curve, say α0, with a grid projection P (µ(P ) also represents the homology
class of the link associated to P ). If P, P ′ are different grid projections for the same
grid diagram, then µ(P ) ≡ µ(P ′) (mod p). Every marking of a grid diagram is in
some component of that diagram (recall Definition 2.2). Given an O marking O,
if C is a grid projection of the component containing O, we say that µ(O) = i if
i ≡ µ(C) (mod p).
A trivial link diagram D(I) is determined by an index set, which is a p-tuple
I = (m0,m1, . . . ,mp−1), where mi is a non-negative integer for each i, in the
following manner. Let n =
∑p−1
i=0 mi. Then D(I) is the unique grid diagram, with
grid number n, with the following three properties:
• all its O markings have coordinates (θ1, θ2) =
(
2i−1
2n , 1− 2i−12n
)
for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n;
• every component of D(I) has grid number one;
90
0
1
1
2
2
3
33 4
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o
Figure 6. The trivial link diagram D(I) in L(5, 2) with I = (0, 1, 2, 0, 3).
• for each 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 there are mi markings in O with µ(O) = i, and
these markings are ordered along the diagonal so that if µ(O) ·q (mod p) <
µ(O′) · q (mod p), then θ1(O) < θ1(O′).
A trivial link is any link isotopic to the link associated to a trivial link diagram.
Note that any knot admitting a grid number one diagram is a trivial knot. An
example of a trivial link diagram is shown in Figure 6. The following was shown in
[5]:
Theorem 2.5. Let L be the set of isotopy classes of oriented links in L(p, q) and
let T L ⊂ L denote the set of isotopy classes of trivial links. Define T L ∗ ⊂ T L
to be those trivial links with no nullhomologous components. Let U be the isotopy
class of the standard unknot, a local knot in L(p, q) that bounds an embedded disk.
Suppose we are given a value Jp,q(τ) ∈ Z[a±1, z±1] for every τ ∈ T L ∗. Then there
is a unique map Jp,q : L → Z[a±1, z±1] such that
(i) Jp,q satisfies the skein relation
a−pJp,q(L+)− apJp,q(L−) = zJp,q(L0).
(ii) Jp,q(U) = a
−p+1.
(iii) Jp,q (U
∐
L) = a
−p−ap
z
Jp,q(L).
Theorem 2.5 provides a HOMFLY polynomial for links in a lens space. In order
to prove Corollary 1.5 we choose a normalization of Jp,q so that the inequality of
Corollary 1.5 is at least satisfied onT L . If τ ∈ T L ∗ has trivial link diagramD(I),
then we normalize so that Jp,q(τ) = a
p·slQ(T (τ)))+1 where T (τ) is the transverse
pushoff of the Legendrian link associated to D(I) defined at the end of Section 2.3.
In the course of proving this theorem the author described a skein theory that
deals only with grid diagrams. A crossing in this skein theory, called a skein cross-
ing, is a pair of adjacent columns of the grid diagram that are interleaving. A skein
crossing change is made by commutation of the two adjacent columns in the skein
crossing and a resolution of a skein crossing is achieved by interchanging two of
the markings in the pair of columns that are of the same type: either both are
in X or both are in O (if one interchanges the O markings instead of those in X,
the difference is a non-interleaving commutation, which is an isotopy). That is,
our skein relations involve diagrams D+, D− and D0 that differ only at a pair of
adjacent columns, where they differ as in Figure 7. Through the course of the paper
a triple of links L+, L−, and L0 is a set of three links that (up to isotopy) admit
grid diagrams D+, D−, and D0 respectively.
10
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D0
Figure 7. A positive, negative, and resolved skein crossing on a
grid diagram.
The proof of Theorem 2.5 also relies on an important lemma which reveals how
to reduce the complexity of a grid diagram in an understood way. Since we will
also use this lemma to prove the FWM inequality in L(p, q), we restate it here.
Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 4.4, [5]). Let K be a Legendrian link in L(p, q) associated to
a grid diagram DK . Suppose DK has a component with grid number more than 1.
Then there exists a sequence of commutations followed by a destabilization giving
a new grid diagram D′ such that GN(D′) < GN(DK), where GN(D) denotes the
grid number of a grid diagram D.
We remark that the sequence of commutations in Lemma 2.6 may have both
interleaving and non-interleaving commutations, and that a commutation cannot
involve two columns that have markings in the same row. Further, it was seen in
the proof that one can ensure that none of the row commutations in the sequence
are interleaving, and thus the only commutations that are not Legendrian isotopy
are skein crossing changes. It was also shown in [5] that the links associated to grid
diagrams D+, D−, and D0 form a skein triple.
Finally, a complexity ψ was defined in [5] on grid diagrams in L(p, q). We will not
review how to define ψ here, but wish to make two remarks. First, ψ is minimized
(within a homotopy class) on certain diagrams associated to trivial links. Second,
given any grid diagram D± with a skein crossing, the complexity ψ decreases under
the resolution D±  D0.
2.3. Rationally null-homologous Legendrian links. We review here the defi-
nitions given in [2] (see also [3]) of the Thurston-Bennequin number and rotation
number, and for transverse links the self-linking number, in the setting of a ratio-
nally null-homologous link.
To begin requires the notion of a rational Seifert surface. Let K be an oriented
rationally null-homologous knot in a manifold M and let r be the order of the
homology class of K in H1(M,Z). Then, writing ν(K) for a normal neighborhood
of K, for some s ∈ Z there is a curve γ of slope (r, s) on ∂ν(K) that bounds an
oriented surface Σ0 ⊂ M \ ν(K). Let Σ be the union of Σ0 and the cone in ν(K)
of γ to K. Figure 8 depicts a meridional cross-section of ν(K) and the cone of γ
to K.
Note that the interior of Σ is an embedded surface in M and ∂Σ is an r-fold
cover of K.
Definition 2.7. Let K be an oriented, rationally null-homologous knot in M with
order r in H1(M,Z). A rational Seifert surface for K is an oriented surface Σ with
11
K
K
γ
cone of γ to K
Figure 8. Constructing a rational Seifert surface
a map j : Σ → M such that j is an embedding on the interior of Σ, j(∂Σ) = K,
and j|∂Σ is an r-fold cover of K.
The previous discussion shows that every oriented rationally null-homologous
knot has a rational Seifert surface. Often we will abuse terminology and under-
stand a Seifert surface for a rationally null-homologous knot to be a rational Seifert
surface. We can now define the classical invariants for Legendrian and transverse
knots in the case of rationally null-homologous knots.
Definition 2.8. Let K be an oriented, rationally null-homologous knot with order
r as above and let j : Σ→M be a Seifert surface for K.
(1) Given another oriented knot K ′, define
lkQ(K,K
′) =
1
r
Σ ·K ′.
(2) If in addition K is a Legendrian knot in (M, ξ) and K ′ is a pushoff of K in
the direction of the contact framing given by ξ|K ∩ ν(K), then define the
(rational) Thurston-Bennequin number of K by
tbQ(K) = lkQ(K,K
′).
(3) For x ∈ K let dKx denote the tangent vector to K at x. For K Legendrian
as above, dK is a section of the bundle ξK . Take a trivialization j
∗ξΣ ∼=
R2 × Σ. Define the (rational) rotation number of K to be the winding
number of j∗dK in R2 under this trivialization, divided by r:
rotQ(K) =
1
r
winding(j∗dK,R2).
(4) If K is a transverse knot in (M, ξ), let v be a non-zero section of j∗ξ.
Normalize v so that v|∂Σ defines a curveK ′ in ∂ν(K). Define the (rational)
self-linking of K to be
slQ(K) = lkQ(K,K
′).
Remark 2.9. In general, the rotation number of a Legendrian knot and the self-
linking number of a transverse knot depend on the relative homology class of Σ. Yet
once this class is fixed, they do not depend on other choices made – the trivialization
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of j∗ξΣ in the case of rotQ and the section v in the case of slQ (see [2]). The
dependence on the homology of Σ does not apply to lens spaces, however, since
H2(L(p, q)) = 0.
In the case of null-homologous links (e.g. Legendrian links in (S3, ξst)) these
numbers are known as the “classical invariants” of Legendrian and transverse links.
In this case the classical invariants are always integers. However, in the case of
rationally null-homologous links, these numbers are generally rational.
We recall that for any Legendrian knot K in a contact manifold (M, ξ), there
is a related transverse knot T+(K) called the positive transverse push-off of K
(see [7]). Using this construction on each component of a link, we can get the
positive transverse push-off of a Legendrian link. To construct T+(K), find a
tubular neighborhood of K that is contactomorphic, for sufficiently small ε, to
Cε =
{
[(x, y, z)] | y2 + z2 < ε2, x = x+ 1}: the quotient of an ε-neighborhood of
the x-axis in (R3, ker(dz−ydx)) by the action x 7→ x+1. Here the orientation of the
image of K under the contactomorphism is in the direction of increasing x-values.
The positive transverse push-off T+(K) is defined to be the image of {(x, ε/2, 0)} in
the neighborhood of K. We can also define the negative transverse push-off T−(K)
to be the image of {(x,−ε/2, 0)}. Baker and Etnyre show the following [2]:
Lemma 2.10. Let K be a rationally null-homologous Legendrian link and let
T±(K) be defined as above. Then
slkQ(T±(K)) = tbQ(K)∓ rotQ(K).
Remark 2.11. We will denote by T (K) whichever of the transverse push-offs of
K has slQ(T (K)) = tbQ(K) + |rotQ(K)|. If rotQ(K) = 0 then T (K) is taken to be
the positive transverse push-off.
3. Formulas for tbQ(K),rotQ(K), and slQ(K) from a grid projection
in L(p, q)
A method for computing the (rational) Thurston-Bennequin number of a Leg-
endrian link in L(p, q) via the Maslov index of a corresponding grid diagram was
given in [3]. The complexity of such computations increases quickly as the grid
number of the diagram increases.
We recall that in (S3, ξst) there are formulas for the classical invariants that
can be computed from a front projection (see [7]). The formulas we give here for
computing the (rational) Thurston-Bennequin, rotation, and self-linking numbers
in L(p, q) are in the same spirit. In fact, they are derived from the former.
Definition 3.1. Given a grid projection P for an oriented link in L(p, q) denote
the writhe of the projection by w(P ) and the number of cusps of the projection by
c(P ). Also, let µ(P ) denote the algebraic intersection number of α0 with P and
λ(P ) the algebraic intersection number of P with β0.
Let K be the link associated to a given grid projection P on a grid diagram. We
recall that for a given row (resp. column) in that diagram, P contains one of the
two choices of horizontal (resp. vertical) arcs. A projection P ′ which is identical to
P except that it contains the other arc in this row (resp. column) corresponds to a
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link K ′ that differs from K by a Legendrian isotopy across a meridian of V α (resp.
V β). We call this isotopy a disk slide.
Recall that in (S3, ξst) if P is the front projection of a Legendrian link K then
tb(K) = w(P ) − 12c(P ). Moreover, we note that (S3, ξst) = (L(1, 0), ξUT ), and if
a grid projection P in L(1, 0) is contained in a planar subset of T then there is a
slight perturbation of P giving a front projection (see [3]).
Proposition 3.2. Let K be an oriented Legendrian link in (S3, ξst) = (L(1, 0), ξUT )
and let P be a grid projection of K. Let l = λ(P ) and m = µ(P ). Then
tb(K) = w(P ) − 1
2
c(P )−ml.
Proof. If P is a projection on a planar subset of Σ then we can consider it as a
front projection. In this case l = m = 0 and the proposition follows immediately.
Suppose P ′ is any grid projection of K for which the proposition holds. We
prove that if P differs from P ′ by a disk slide (either a disk with boundary parallel
to α0 or along one with boundary parallel to β0) then the proposition holds for P
as well. Since every grid projection of K is related to a planar grid projection by a
sequence of disk slides, this will prove the proposition. Inherent in this proof is the
fact that disk slides correspond to Legendrian isotopy [3].
We denote the algebraic intersection of two oriented curves γ, δ on Σ that meet
transversely by 〈γ, δ〉. Note that for any circle c on Σ, parallel to α0 and transverse
to P ′, we have m′ := 〈α0, P ′〉 = 〈c, P ′〉, since c separates Σ \ α0.
a′
a′
a′
c
c
c
a
a
a
a
a
a
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
cusp
cusp
cusp
Figure 9. How tb changes with a disk slide
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Suppose P differs from P ′ by a disk slide. Suppose further that the disk slide is
along a disk ∆ with boundary parallel to α0. There is some orientation of ∆ such
that ∂∆ = (−a′) ∪ a, where a′ is an arc of P ′ and a is the arc that replaces it in
the projection P (see Figure 9). Let c be a circle that is parallel and coherently
oriented to α0 and a small distance away from (−a′) ∪ a. Then c intersects P ′ and
P tranversely. The writhe of P differs from that of P ′ only by the difference of
writhe along double points of a′ and double points of a. Thus if a′ is an arc with
two cusps as in case 1 of Figure 9, then
±(w(P ) − w(P ′) + 1) = 〈c, P ′〉 = m′,
where the sign on the left depends on the orientation of a with respect to c. If a′
has no cusps as in case 2 of Figure 9 then
±(w(P ) − w(P ′)− 1) = 〈c, P ′〉 = m′.
Finally, if a′ is an arc with one cusp as in case 3 then
±(w(P )− w(P ′)) = 〈c, P ′〉 = m′,
with the sign depending again on the orientation of a. Also, if a′ is as in case 1
then c(P ) = c(P ′) − 2, if we are in case 2 then c(P ) = c(P ′) + 2, and if we are in
case 3, then c(P ) = c(P ′).
Since l = l′ ± 1 (where l′ = λ(P ′)) and m = m′ we can now check that
w(P )− 1
2
c(P )−ml = w(P ′)− 1
2
c(P ′)−m′l′ = tb(K)
for cases 1–3.
The argument is analogous if the disk slide is along a meridional disk. 
Corollary 3.3. Let K ⊂ (L(p, q), ξUT ) be an oriented Legendrian link with P a
grid projection for K. Let λ = λ(P ) and µ = µ(P ). Then
tbQ(K) = w(P )− 1
2
c(P )− µλ
p
.
Proof. Lift the projection P to a grid projection P˜ in S3 by lifting the Heegaard
torus of L(p, q) to Σ. Then clearly pw(P ) = w(P˜ ) and pc(P ) = c(P˜ ). Moreover,
µ(K) = µ(K˜) and λ(K) = λ(K˜) by definition.
It was shown in [3] that tbQ(K) =
tb(K˜)
p
, and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.4. Let K ⊂ (L(p, q), ξUT ) be a Legendrian knot with its contact fram-
ing. If there is an integral surgery on K that gives a homology sphere S then
µ(K)2 ≡ ±q′ mod p, where qq′ ≡ 1 mod p. In particular, if there is a knot in
L(p, q) on which integer surgery yields S3 then ±q is a quadratic residue mod p.
Remark 3.5. We note that the last statement of the corollary is a well-known
result of Fintushel and Stern [8].
Proof. In [3] it is shown that p · tbQ(K) ≡ ±1 mod p. With Corollary 3.3 this
implies that µλ ≡ ±1 mod p. Since the projection of K is a closed curve, λ ≡ µq
mod p, so that µ2q ≡ ±1 mod p. 
The following proposition shows how to compute rotQ(K) given a projection P
corresponding to a grid diagram for an oriented Legendrian link K in (L(p, q), ξUT ).
Its proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3.
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Proposition 3.6. Let µ and λ be as in Corollary 3.3. Note that each cusp in a
grid projection is comprised of a horizontal and a vertical arc. Define cu(P ) to be
the number of cusps whose horizontal arc is oriented against α0 and cd(P ) to be
the number of cusps with horizontal arc oriented in the direction of α0. Then
rotQ(K) =
1
2
(cd(P )− cu(P ))− (λ− µ)
p
.
Corollary 3.7. Let T+(K) (resp. T−(K)) be the positive (resp. negative) transverse
pushoff of the Legendrian link K in (L(p, q), ξUT ). Then
slQ(T+(K)) = w(P )− cd(P )− µλ+ (µ− λ)
p
and
slQ(T−(K)) = w(P )− cu(P )− µλ+ (λ− µ)
p
,
where P is the projection of K as above.
Proof. This results from Corollary 3.3, Proposition 3.6, and Lemma 2.10. 
4. Bennequin-type bounds in L(p, q)
In this section we prove the lens space analogue of the version of the FWM
inequality observed by Fuchs and Tabachnikov [10]. To achieve this, we prove the
analogue of a theorem of Lenny Ng (Theorem 1 in [18]) for oriented links in the
contact lens space (L(p, q), ξUT ). While the proof follows the ideas of Ng in [18],
we note that it is independent of the work of Rutherford [27] that plays a key role
in the proof given in [18]. It is an example of the power of the point of view of grid
diagrams in understanding Legendrian links.
Theorem 1.4. Let i be a Q-valued invariant of oriented links in L(p, q) such
that
i(L+) + 1 ≤ max(i(L−)− 1, i(L0))
and
i(L−)− 1 ≤ max(i(L+) + 1, i(L0))
where L+, L−, and L0 are oriented links that differ as in the skein relation. If
slQ(T (τ)) ≤ −i(τ) for every trivial link τ in L(p, q), then
slQ(L) ≤ −i(L)
for every link L in L(p, q). Here slQ is the maximum self-linking number among
transverse links in (L(p, q), ξUT ) that are isotopic to L.
Proof. In the proof we will abuse notation, often using P to refer to both a grid
projection and the Legendrian link it specifies. Our strategy of proof is as follows.
Assume our link is a positive transverse push-off T+(P ). Define i˜(P ) = i(P )+w(P ),
where w(P ) is the writhe of P . Then by the formula of Corollary 3.7, the inequality
slQ(T+(P )) ≤ −i(P ) is equivalent to
(4.1) − slQ(T+(P ))− i(P ) = cd(P ) + µλ+ (µ− λ)
p
− i˜(P ) ≥ 0.
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By the results from [5], in particular Lemma 2.6, there is a minimal length
sequence
P
α1→ P1 α2→, . . . , αn→ Pn = Pτ
taking P to a grid projection Pτ associated to a trivial link diagram, where each αi is
either a skein crossing change, Legendrian isotopy, or destabilization. We will show
that if some αi increases the left side of inequality (4.1) then it is a skein crossing
change, and that in this case the resolution P  P0 does not increase the left
side of (4.1). If P, P0 have underlying diagrams D,D0, then ψ(D) > ψ(D0) (recall
ψ from the end of Section 2.2). As ψ is minimized on diagrams for trivial links,
we may assume inductively that inequality (4.1) holds for P0, since slQ(T+(τ)) ≤
slQ(T (τ)) ≤ −i(τ) for any trivial link τ .
If instead our transverse link is T−(P ) for some P then the same argument can be
carried through, replacing inequality (4.1) with the corresponding formula. Since
every transverse link is some transverse push-off T±(P ) of a Legendrian link, this
argument is sufficient to prove the theorem.
The expression on the left side of (4.1) is a Legendrian invariant, so if αi is a
Legendrian isotopy the expression is unchanged. In the case of a destabilization we
make the following claim.
Claim 1: If αi is a destabilization, then−slQ(T+(Pi−1))−i(Pi−1) ≥ −slQ(T+(Pi))−
i(Pi), so αi does not increase the left side of (4.1).
Proof of Claim 1. First, µ and λ are each an algebraic intersection of P with some
α-curve or β-curve respectively. Therefore they are unchanged by a destabilization.
o
x
x x
upward cusp
negative crossing
downward cusp
Figure 10. On an X : NE destabilization cd(P ) increases.
It is possible that for some destabilization (that is not Legendrian isotopy), cd(P )
changes. If cd(P ) decreases, then −slQ(T+(P )) decreases. The destabilization was
an isotopy, so i(P ) remains unchanged and we see that the left side of (4.1) does not
increase. If cd(P ) increases the destabilization is of type X:NE or O:SW. Figure 10
depicts when the destabilization is type X:NE. In such a case, cd(P ) increases by 1,
but w(P ) does also. Thus slQ(T+(P )) does not change, and so −slQ(T+(P ))− i(P )
also does not change. 
We remark that Claim 1 also holds for the case of a negative push-off T−(P ). In
the proof one only need consider cu(P ) instead of cd(P ).
Thus we only need concern ourselves with skein crossing changes. Suppose α1 is
a skein crossing change. If the pair of columns involved in α1 are a positive (resp.
negative) skein crossing in P , then use disk slides if necessary so that, at the skein
crossing, P appears as in Figure 11 (resp. as in Figure 12). Since disk slides are
Legendrian isotopy, this does not alter the left side of inequality (4.1).
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o
x
o
x
P
o
x
o
x
P ′ = P−
o
x
o
x
P0
Figure 11. A skein crossing change and resolution at a positive
skein crossing.
If α1 does not increase the left hand side of (4.1), then we are finished by induc-
tion. Otherwise the left side of (4.1) does increase in passing from the projection
P to P− (resp. P+).
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a grid projection containing a skein crossing as in Figure
11 or as in Figure 12, and let P ′ be the grid projection obtained by a skein crossing
change at that crossing. Further, suppose −slQ(T+(P )) − i(P ) < −slQ(T+(P ′)) −
i(P ′). Then −slQ(T+(P ))− i(P ) ≥ −slQ(T+(P0))− i(P0).
As we remarked before, there is a complexity ψ which is minimized by diagrams
for trivial links, such that if D0 is the grid diagram for P0 and D the diagram for
P , then ψ(D0) < ψ(D). Thus we may assume that P0 satisfies (4.1), so by Lemma
4.1, P does also. 
o
x
o
x
P ′ = P+
o
x
o
x
P
o
x
o
x
P0
Figure 12. A skein crossing change and resolution at a negative
skein crossing
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Firstly, λ is not changed in passing from P to either P ′ or
P0. The columns depicted in Figure 11 (resp. Figure 12) are adjacent, so there
is a β-curve, say βi, between the two columns. The intersection of the projection
with some β-curve determines λ, but the value of λ is independent of the choice of
β-curve for this intersection. Choose any β-curve other than βi (at least one exists,
because the existence of a skein crossing implies at least two columns in the grid
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diagram). Since the horizontal arcs of the projections P , P ′, and P0 are identical
outside of the two columns shown, λ(P ) = λ(P ′) = λ(P0).
Also, consider the pair of vertical arcs depicted in each projection P , P ′, and
P0. The sum of the lengths of these two arcs is the same in all three projections.
As P , P ′ and P0 are identical elsewhere, µ(P ) = µ(P
′) = µ(P0).
Note that the number and nature of cusps in P are the same as those in P ′ and
P0, so cd(P ) = cd(P
′) = cd(P0). Therefore, the equality in (4.1) and the supposition
that −slQ(T+(P ))− i(P ) < −slQ(T+(P ′))− i(P ′) imply that i˜(P ) > i˜(P ′).
However, by our assumption on the invariant i, we see that
i˜(L+) ≤ max
(˜
i(L−), i˜(L0)
)
and
i˜(L−) ≤ max
(˜
i(L+), i˜(L0)
)
.
Since P ′ = P− or P
′ = P+ (depending on the sign of the skein crossing
in question), i˜(P ) > i˜(P ′) implies that i˜(P ) ≤ i˜(P0). But that implies that
−slQ(T+(P ))− i(P ) ≥ −slQ(T+(P0))− i(P0), finishing the proof. 
Theorem 1.4 has the following applications.
Corollary 1.5. Let L be an oriented link with some transverse representative
Lt in (L(p, q), ξUT ). Let Jp,q denote the HOMFLY polynomial invariant in L(p, q),
normalized as in Section 2.2, and set e(L) to be the minimum degree in a of Jp,q(L).
Then
slQ(Lt) ≤ e(L)− 1
p
.
Proof. The defining skein relation of Jp,q says that
e(L+) ≥ min (e(L−) + 2p, e(L0) + p) ,
implying
−e(L+) + 1 ≤ max (−e(L−) + 1− 2p,−e(L0) + 1− p) .
Dividing by p and then adding 1 we have
−e(L+) + 1
p
+ 1 ≤ max
(−e(L−) + 1
p
− 1, −e(L0) + 1
p
)
.
A similar computation shows
−e(L−) + 1
p
− 1 ≤ max
(−e(L+) + 1
p
+ 1,
−e(L0) + 1
p
)
.
Letting i(L) = −e(L)+1
p
, we see that i satisfies the first hypothesis of Theorem
1.4. Moreover, by our choice of normalization e(τ) = p · slQ(T (τ))+1 for any trivial
link τ and so −i(τ) = slQ(T (τ)). Since all conditions of Theorem 1.4 are met, we
are done. 
Corollary 1.6. If τ is a trivial link in L(p, q), then T (τ) has maximal self-
linking number among all transverse representatives of τ . If τ is a trivial knot,
then the Legendrian knot associated to its grid number one diagram has maximal
Thurston-Bennequin number.
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Proof. Let τt be some transverse representative of τ . Corollary 1.5 says that
slQ(τt) ≤ e(τ)−1p = slQ(T (τ)).
Now consider a Legendrian knot K that is associated to a grid number one
diagram and let K ′ be another Legendrian knot with the same knot type as K.
Suppose that tbQ(K) < tbQ(K
′). In [2] it is shown that K and K ′ are Legendrian
isotopic after each has been positively and negatively stabilized some number of
times, and therefore tbQ(K) − tbQ(K ′) is an integer. So we have tbQ(K) + 1 ≤
tbQ(K
′).
By Corollary 3.6, if P is a grid projection for a grid diagram of K, then
rotQ(K) =
1
2
(cd(P )− cu(P ))− λ− µ
p
.
Since we are in the grid number one case, P has one vertical and one horizontal
arc. Also we can choose P so that 0 < µ(P ) < p and 0 < λ(P ) < p. This choice of
P has no cusps at all, implying that |rotQ(K)| < 1.
By Corollary 2.10 the transverse pushoff T (K) of K has self-linking slQ(T (K)) =
tbQ(K)+ |rotQ(K)|. So since |rotQ(K)| < 1, it must be that slQ(T (K)) < tbQ(K ′).
This contradicts the fact that slQ(T (K)) is maximal, since one of the positive
or negative transverse pushoffs of K ′ has self-linking number at least as large as
tbQ(K
′). 
5. Computations
Consider the family of links {Ln}n≥0 where Ln is the link associated to the grid
diagram in Figure 13 with grid number n+2. The link Ln is a knot if n is odd and
a 2-component link if n is even. The first two columns of this grid diagram make
a negative skein crossing. It is not difficult to see that for n ≥ 2, commutation of
these columns of Ln gives a link isotopic to Ln−2 and the resolution of the same
columns gives a link isotopic to Ln−1. Therefore
J5,1(Ln) = a
−10J5,1(Ln−2)− a−5zJ5,1(Ln−1).
0 1 2 3 4 0
0 1 2 3 44
x
x
x
x
x
o
o
o
o
o
︷ ︸︸ ︷n columns
. . .
Figure 13. Grid diagram associated to the link Ln.
In [5] we computed J5,1(L0) = a
−3 and J5,1(L1) = a
−8(1 − z). Define fn
recursively: let
f0 = 1, f1 = 1− z,
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and define fn = fn−2−zfn−1 for n ≥ 2. Then the skein relation above implies that
J5,1(Ln) = a
−5n−3fn. Note that the recursive definition of fn implies that it is not
zero for any n.
The grid diagram of Figure 13 determines a Legendrian link of (L(5, 1), ξUT ).
Let T (Ln) = T+(Ln) denote positive transverse pushoff of Ln. By Corollary 1.5
slQ(T (Ln)) ≤ e(Ln)− 1
5
= −n− 4
5
.
If we choose Pn to be a grid projection of Ln, then by Corollary 3.7
slQ(T (Ln)) = w(Pn)− cd(Pn)− µλ+ (µ− λ)
5
.
Let Pn be the grid projection depicted in Figure 13. Then w(Pn) = −n − 2 and
cd(Pn) = 0. Moreover, µ(Pn) = 2 and λ(Pn) = −8. Therefore,
slQ(T (Ln)) = −n− 2 + 6
5
= −n− 4
5
,
showing that each T (Ln) maximizes its self-linking number. We remark that
tbQ(Ln) = −2n− 4
5
and rotQ(Ln) = −n.
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